Seabridge Primary School
Anti Bullying Policy
Rationale:
There is a need to have a clear policy on the way the school approaches bullying.
Bullying is the persistent willful, conscious desire to hurt, threaten or frighten someone.
This can be physical or verbal and includes hitting, name calling, teasing, ostracising as well
as sexual and racial harassment. It also includes threatening gestures and looks.
In line with our school ethos, aims and mission statement, we will seek a caring and positive
environment where individuals are respected and feel secure in a way which enhances their
social and academic environment.
We will always strive to encourage children to talk openly and in confidence of their fears
and experiences and those of their peers. Children must feel they are being listened to, be
taken seriously and that action will be taken.
All staff will be active in dealing with incidents and incidents of bullying will be recorded in
the behaviour log, as an aid to monitoring any problems.
Strategies to encourage the bully to change behaviour and to empathise with the victim are
a priority. The school behaviour policy includes opportunities to encourage and reward cooperative behaviour with the Golden book, ‘Red Shoe’ Book(co-operative values), team
points, stickers and Superstar awards.
The emphasis of this policy is on prevention rather than solely dealing with bullying
incidents. Prevention is approached in three ways:
1) Heightening the awareness of staff, parents and pupils
2) School’s approach to Behaviour and Discipline
3) Through curricular approaches related to work in the classroom.
Purpose:
We are committed to creating a stimulating, motivated and happy learning environment.
Not all aggressive behaviour is bullying. Behaviour which appears to be bullying may be
exhibited by some children, especially very young children, without the intention or
awareness that it causes distress.
Some individuals may feel that they are being bullied, even when there is no intention from
others to cause them distress. Such incidents of this behaviour should still be taken
seriously.
Bullying behaviour is not a natural part of growing up and should not be seen as such.
Children and Young People who bully are likely to experience difficult and unhappy
relationships with both peers and adults and frequently need help to overcome these
difficulties. Children and young people who bully are unlikely to stop while they continue to
be unchallenged.
The Policy will ensure that there is a consistent approach to bullying and that bullying is
dealt with whenever it occurs.
Roles:
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The role of Governing Body
The governing body supports the headteacher in all attempts to eliminate bullying from our
school. This policy statement makes it very clear that the governing body does not allow
bullying to take place in our school, and that any incidents of bullying that do occur are
taken very seriously and dealt with appropriately.
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The role of the Headteacher
It is the responsibility of the headteacher to implement the school anti-bullying strategy and
to ensure that all staff (both teaching and non-teaching) are aware of the school policy and
know how to deal with incidents of bullying. The headteacher reports to the governing body
about the effectiveness of the anti-bullying policy on request.
The role of the staff
Staff in our school take all forms of bullying seriously, and intervene to prevent incidents
from taking place. The teachers keep their own records of all incidents that happen in their
class and that they are aware of in the school.
The role of parents
Parents who are concerned that their child might be being bullied, or who suspect that their
child may be the perpetrator of bullying, should contact their child’s class teacher in the first
instance. Parents have a responsibility to support the school’s anti-bullying policy and to
actively encourage their child to be a positive member of the school.
Guidelines
First Steps
Take incidents and reports seriously.
Take action as quickly as possible.
Decide whether the action needs to be public or private.
Reassure the victims
Offer concrete help, advice and support to victims.
Make it plain to the bully that you disapprove.
Encourage the bully to see victim’s point of view.
Explain clearly the punishment and why it’s being given.
Involving others
Record and report all incidents and follow behaviour procedures for unacceptable behavior (
see Behaviour Policy )
Inform all colleagues if an incident arises out of a situation where everyone should be
vigilant. e.g. unsupervised toilets
Final Steps
Make sure that the incident doesn’t linger on through reminders from you.
Follow up incident after a couple of weeks, checking that the bullying has ceased.
Try to think ahead to prevent recurrence of incident.
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Try not to:
Be over protective or refuse to let the victim help him/herself.
Assume the bully is bad through and through and try to look at the behaviour objectively.
Label the child.
Monitoring:
This policy will be reviewed at least every two years.
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